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All weather championships Fundraising
for Freddy
go international
reaches
£300,000

Although racing purists often
de-cry all weather racing, it
continues to go from
strength to strength.
The 2017 all-weather
championship features a big
£1 million finals day on Good
Friday and qualifying races
are to be run in France,
Ireland and Dubai - as well as
at all the UK’s all-weather
tracks. The championship’s

Is it fair?
There’s much debate about
the elimination of horses from
handicaps where the number
of declarations exceeds the
permitted safety factor for the
number of runners. This is
determined by a horse’s rating
and its age - 3-year-olds and 2year-olds receive a weight
allowance from their elders
which complicates things. A 6year-old rated the same as a 3year-old would automatically
be given preference as the
system is based upon being a
‘meritocracy’ - the older horse
has proven to have ability
worthy of his handicap rank,
whereas the 3-year-old’s mark
has been distorted through
having an allowance made for
its relative maturity and
inexperience. This inevitably
frustrates owners of 3-yearolds that are eliminated by
older horses with the same
rating - but to change the
system would potentially
cause chaos. Abandoning
handicapping would be an
altogether different approach
- but not one that the bookies
could possibly support. It just
might get a whole lot easier
to find the winners!

feature six categories - for
Three Year Olds, Milers, Fillies
and Mares, Sprint, Marathon
and Middle Distance.
There are additional prizes
for most successful owner,
trainer, jockey, horse and sire.
This year’s winners were
Godolphin (owner), Michael
Appleby (trainer), Luke Morris
(jockey), Grendisar (horse)
and Cape Cross (sire).

It’ll be interesting to see how
far challengers will travel the UK’s courses see regular
raiders from Ireland where
the only all-weather track is
at Dundalk, close to Dublin.
The French courses involved
are Deauville, Chantilly
Pornichet, Paris, Lyon,
Cagnes-Sur-Mere and
Marseille whilst further away
Meydan represents Dubai.

From left to right - Sweep Home, Keep A Welcome and Homebred Star

Snapshot
Muddy marvels - Sweep Home,
Keep A Welcome and
Homebred Star all rugged up
for winter - they share a barn
and ad-lib haylage, two feeds a
day and free access to grazing not a bad retirement!

Bloodstock remains buoyant
The major bloodstock sales
report strong sales which
have largely been the result
of overseas interest. A new
influence on sales has been
the entry of the Chinese who
have made big investments.
There are moves afoot to reintroduce racing to China

which have previously been
resisted by the authorities
concerned about the impact
of gambling. China also has
many of the super-rich who
now look to horseracing as a
way to enjoy their wealth albeit that their horses
normally race overseas.

We all appreciate the risks
jockeys take in pursuit of our
entertainment. The terrible
fall at Kempton on October
31 left Freddy Tylicki with
paralysis of the lower half of
his body due to a T7 spinal
injury. Within days an online
fund set up by TV presenter
Matt Chapman had raised
over £300,000 for Freddy’s
rehabilitation.
Although Homebred’s
contribution was only modest,
some individual contributors
were for as much as £20,000
and promises of even larger
sums from Dubai where
Freddy performed so well
and gained many admirers
during last winter. Freddy
now faces months of
rehabilitation in the care of
the injured jockey’s fund at
Oaksey House in Lambourn.
Freddy tweeted from his
hospital bed. “Struggling and
fighting! Thank you every
single one of you for all the
support. Here is to a long
road in front of me - much
love to everyone!”
Let’s hope that intensive
therapy can help Freddy
regain some movement.
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Salute to
Sylvester...

Sylvester Kirk - has trained our mares

We are extremely grateful for
Sylvester Kirk’s skills to secure
so many wins for our mares
Celestial Bay and Delagoa Bay.
To perform so well and over
such extended careers is a real
testament to his care and
judgement to keep them
running and winning when 7
and 8 years old respectively.
Thank you so much.

Did you
know?
At 780 feet above sea
level, Bath is Britain’s
highest flat racecourse.

Signing off in style!
This winter sees the curtain
come down on the stellar
careers of our multiple
winning mares Celestial Bay
and Delagoa Bay.
They have given us really
exceptional entertainment
and performed up to their
best up to the very end.
They’ll now be coming home
to raise, what we hope, will

Homebred is a winner!

Did you
know?
Kempton Park had more
runners than any other
racecourse last year 7,151 horses.

WINTER 2016

Thanks to Sylvester Kirk’s
skills Homebred Racing has
emerged as one of the UK’s
top owners’ groups with

runners averaging 17% win
rate and winnings of up to
£32 for a £1 stake on all our
runners during a year.

be the next generation of
Homebred winners. Details of
plans for producing these are
inside this issue of Winning
Post. The snapshot from the
Racing Post website shows
just how successful they’ve
been in scooping 12 wins and
numerous places between
them. The plan will be for
our mares to transfer to

Whitsbury Stud early in 2017
and be covered to ideally
produce a March or April foal.
We’d rather our youngsters
are on the ground when the
weather is hopefully
improving and spring grass is
beginning to show!

Snapshot
It’s another winner!
Homebred owners in the
winner’s enclosure at
Kempton Park where we’ve
been regular visitors in the
past few seasons!
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A truly international match

Checkmate for Due Diligence
Due Diligence - potentially top class

Swiss Spirit - has a very speedy pedigree

Ed Harper, director of Whitsbury Manor

Harness racing on the all-weather

Whitsbury
Manor Stud

We’ve been pre-occupied for
some while to find the perfect
match for our multiple
winning mare Celestial Bay which has involved many
hours reviewing pedigrees.
After much thought and
research we’ve selected Due
Diligence who stands at the
Whitsbury Manor Stud in
Hampshire. It’s a proposed
mating which holds out every
prospect of a successful

pairing rated 20/20 by the
GoldMine stallion match.
Due Diligence was a really
spectacular 8 lengths winner
of his maiden and won 3
races for Aiden O’Brien who
described him as “a Group 1
winner waiting to happen
before his injury.” His injury
was sustained when a strong
finishing second to Sole
Power at Royal Ascot. Seattle
Slew features prominently in

his pedigree - as he does in
Celestial Bay’s - making him
an ideal match.
Due Diligence is lighter built
than our own mare which is
also a positive as she’s a really
big strapping girl!
The plan is for Sky to be
covered early in 2017 and if
all goes well, for a resulting
foal to arrive 11 months
later. The next task will be to
think of a suitable name!

It’s official - he’s the best!

California Chrome - out on his own

Now that the major flat fixtures
are finished, the rankings have
been finalised for the world's
best horses in 2016. California
Chrome is way out on his own and sadly not a single European
runner is represented in this
year's top 10. California Chrome
was never truly challenged in
the Awesome Again, as he led
the entire way and finished 21⁄4
lengths ahead of his nearest
competition, multiple Grade 1
winner DORTMUND (USA) [122].
In his previous start, California
Chrome had beaten champion
Beholder by five lengths in the
$1 Million TVG Pacific Classic
Stakes (G1). The 5-year-old
chestnut is now a perfect sixfrom-six in 2016.

Established in 1948, Whitsbury
Manor Stud has a long history
of producing top class
racehorses. Famous stallions to
have stood at the stud include
Ballymoss, Compton Place,
Distant Relative, Young
Generation and Cadeaux
Genereux who still feature in
world class pedigrees today.
Current star stallion is
Showcasing who stands
alongside Due Dilligence and
Swiss Spirit.
Whitsbury Manor’s Stud
Director Ed Harper
commented on Homebred
mares “To win as many races
as they have is unusual - and
many more than most - and to
race over 4 seasons proves
their soundness. Due Diligence
looks an exciting match for
Celestial Bay and Swiss Spirit
should counterbalance
Delagoa Bay’s quirks!”

The world’s top 10
Rank
1
2
2
4
4
6
7
7
7

Horse
California Chrome (USA)
A Shin Hikari (JPN)
Arrogate (USA)
Almanzor (FR)
Winx (AUS)
Frosted (USA)
Maurice (JPN)
Postponed (IRE)
Werther (NZ)

Rating
133
129
129
127
127
126
124
124
124

Did you
know?
There are 465 licensed
trainers in the UK.

Chelmsford to
stage more
trotting races

When researching stallions for
our mares Ed Harper, director of
Whitsbury Manor Stud,
immediately asked how on
earth we managed to become
the owners of an Encosta de
Lago mare! Encosta de Lago was
the world’s most expensive
stallion standing at £180,000
when Coolmore’s much vaunted
George Washington, who
embarrassingly was proven to
be infertile, was flown in to
Ireland as a late replacement.

The result was that Encosta de
Lago had a small crop of foals
consigned to the Newmarket
Sales - of which Delagoa Bay
was one. Simply because
Encosta de Lago was an
unknown name in the
northern hemisphere, his filly
foal out of a winning German
mare attracted just a single bid
of £2,000 - which happily was
ours! Whitsbury Stud stands
several stallions rated a 20/20
mating for Delagoa Bay -

Due Diligence, Adaay and
Swiss Spirit who all re-inforce
elements of Poppy’s pedigree.
Ed Harper suggests that, given
Poppy’s quirky nature, that
Swiss Spirit would be the most
appropriate. “He’s bomb proof
and so maybe the ideal.”
Swiss Spirit’s a group winning
sprinter by sire of sires
Invincible Spirit. His first crop
of foals was well received
with several reaching six
figure bids.

Snapshot
Injured jockey Freddy Tyliki
posted this amazing picture.
The horse was extracted
without any injury!

Eddy Greatrex
17 year old Eddy, who won so
spectacularly for us on
Delagoa Bay at Kempton, is
apprenticed to the leading
yard of Andrew Balding and is
son of Lambourn trainer
Warren Greatrex. Eddy
currently claims a 3lb
allowance (until he’s ridden 75
winners) when he’ll be having
to take on senior jockeys at
level weights - which is likely
to be very soon with 36
winners already in the bag this
season to add to 34 last year.

Chelmsford City is aiming to
stage a full meeting of
harness racing after running
two events last month.
However, Betfred’s Joe
Scanlon, chairman of
Chelmsford said: “On balance
it was a successful first toe in
the water for us and our aim
would be to stage a full
meeting, provided the
trotting authorities can
provide the runners at a
future date on a customerfriendly day.”
It was the latest of a series of
flirtations with trotting
which began with Ladbrokes
promoting Sterrebeek from
Belgium in the late 1980s,
and more recently SIS also
showing action from
Wolverhampton.
With two lines of harnesses
lining up, starting positions
are determined by previous
prize-money won, and the
advantage of being in the
front rank does need to be
made clearer to punters.
During the races it was also
confusing trying to work out
which runner was which.
SIS head of horseracing
content Brent Dolan said:
“From an operational point
of view there were no issues.
The more coverage the more
familiar the punter will
become with the runners and
SIS is always receptive to such
initiatives. Like all new
content unfamiliar with
customers and punters, it
takes time and it’s a case of
one step at a time.”
Chelmsford’s racecourse
manager Fraser Garrity
added: “From an operational
angle, the two events went
really smoothly.”

